Direction for Testing CompWeb Scoring
Testing the CompWeb scoring score sheets and reports requires no skills beyond those needed to setup
scoring for a competition or entering scores. Testing can be done on the Test Site or on a real site prior
to the fest. If there is time, the test site will be set up with the items listed in paragraph 1. below. As
you can tell the testing can take a long time and we will not be able to do all the necessary
programming and testing to have CompWeb scoring for upcoming fests.
In the outline below, “Site” refers to whatever scoring site you are using for test.
1. Prior to testing the scoring program You will need to have the following entered in the
CompWeb registration for the Site.
a) Have the class to be tested as an offered class with all sections (rounds) in the offered class
list.
b) Have several vaulters, pairs, or teams, as appropriate, entered in all sections of the class.
You need enough entries to test the placing with the tie breakers.
c) Have the proper entries in the BUT (aka Big Ugly Table on the CompWeb Scoring site).
Use the Set files to use with Class and Round link.
d) Have judges entered by using “Add or Delete Judges”.
2. Log into the Site as a scorer.
3. Enter scores for the class you are testing.
a) Select the class and section you are testing from the” Select Class & Round to Score “ select
menu.
b) Select a judge.
c) Click “Select What to Score.” A web page will open with a score sheet for that class and
section.
d) Select one of the vaulters, pairs, or teams as appropriate.
e) Enter dummy values for all the scores for that vaulter, pair, or class. Use score values that
are easy to allow the calculation of results. Using primarily whole numbers, with the same
value for most of the scores works best.
f) Click “Submit New Scores” and “Click When Scores are Verified “.
g) Check that the calculated field are correct for the entered values
h) Repeat for all vaulters, pairs, or teams entered. Use different values for each to test placing.
Use values that create the same final scores, but have different scores for different aspects of
the final score to test tie breakers.
i) Repeat these steps for all sections of the class.
j) If testing reports for more than 1 judge, repeat these steps for different judges.
4. To check all the reports for a class. Click on “ Go to Report Selection Page”;
a) Select the class and section to test from the “Select Reports for Class & Round “select
menu. Click “Select Reports”. A page will open with links to reports available for that class

and section. Some of the reports will be the same for different sections, but some are
different.
b) Click on the “All entered scores for this Class,Round, and Judge” and compare report values
with the score sheet values.
c) Repeat for the other judges. If possible do this in separate tabs or windows so the others are
still available.
d) Click on “Combined Scores for 2 or 3 Judges”. Compare with the 1 judge reports and the
calculations. Be sure to check the tie breakers where the different judges have different
values for the tie breaker. The tie should be broken by the sum of the tie breaking values.
e) Repeat this for all of the rest of the sections of the class.
f) Test the Round and Overall reports. Be sure to compare the Round report with the 1,2,or 3
judge reports, as appropriate, and check the calculations. Compare the Overall reports with
the Round reports.
g) Edit the score sheets to create different tie breakers and placings. Test all the reports again.
5. Email Tom Oakes <eoakes@comcast.neT> and Russ Hobby <Russ.Hobby@hobbyfamily.org>
when you have finished testing a class. If you find any errors we need to know this ASAP. If a
class has not been tested, we may not allow it to be used for live scoring.
6. If testing on a real site be sure to remove all the test scores before the start of the
competition. There is a link to do this on the scoring admin page.

